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Heterogeneous Data
Replication

Highly Scalable &
Reliable

GET GOLDENGATE RIGHT.
Enterprise Data Replication.
Data is the lifeblood of any business. As such, the flow of data
within the business is critical to the function of each extremity, and
to the health of the business as a whole. With the ever increasing
appetite for data across the enterprise comes the need for a robust,
secure and reliable manner of replication.
Oracle GoldenGate is a comprehensive solution for real-time data
integration and replication in all IT environments. It enables high
availability solutions, real-time data integration, transactional
change data capture, data replication, transformations, and
verification between operational and analytical enterprise systems.
Oracle GoldenGate brings extreme performance with simplified
configuration and management, tighter integration with Oracle
Database, support for cloud environments, expanded
heterogeneity, and enhanced security.
The experts at Nugravity have over a decade of GoldenGate
experience. From zero-downtime migrations and high-volume
active-active solutions to complex heterogeneous replication
schemes and Big Data, we have deep experience with literally
every facet of the technology.
Nugravity. Put our experience to work for you today!
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Avoiding the Common Pitfalls When Implementing Oracle GoldenGate.
The mandate for employing and protecting your
company’s data is serious business. Remember your
last database outage? Even a minute without access
to the data seemed like an eternity. Keyboards got
slammed, mice thrown and the even odd monitor took
a tumble.
Now let’s put the staplers down for a second and take
an honest look at your data from an operational
investment perspective:


You buy fully redundant and robust hardware
on which to keep your data.



You invest in top notch database software to
manage and protect your data integrity.



You pay highly trained experts to care for
your data.

So why would you hire just anyone to
help you replicate your data?
FACT: By far the #1 cause of failed or
significantly derailed Oracle GoldenGate
projects is hiring inexperienced consultants
to help design, build, and deliver the solution.

Implementing successful IT projects at any level can be a
challenge. The ever expansive capabilities and potential
complexity of the Oracle GoldenGate product stack can turn
the challenge of delivering your project on-time and on-budget
into a mind-numbing nightmare.
Let us review a few key elements to delivering a successful
Oracle GoldenGate project:
1. Understand the business requirements. Without them
it is impossible to build a sound technical game plan.
2. Understand the work environment and all potential
limitations and opportunities with respect to the
product stack, the infrastructure and the supporting
resources.
3. Build a plan that solves the business requirements
first. Clearly define and communicate the expected
outcome to all members of the team and
stakeholders.
Engaging a trusted consulting partner to help you design and
build your solution is a great start! Experience is key. Look for
a firm whose available resources have proven track records
built on delivering similar projects. Lastly, remember to
choose a firm that is both broad and deep technically, and
that will freely engage their non-tangible resources to support
their team on the ground.

